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Third Age 2950

For me the 1650 scenario is very much like chess.
You know all the pieces at the start of the game and
the opening moves. The challenge in the game is
essentially in co-ordinating the best team to execute
your opening plan. Fourth Age on the other hand
has a lot less known at game start and you have to
rely much more on your own plan at the game start.
1650 is a game won mainly by teamwork, which has
geographical factors
influencing successful
positions. Fourth age
has been much more
focussed about your
geographical position
with a nod to good
teamwork coming in
second. I don’t know
the
figures
on
victorious nations, but
at a guess nations based
in the south with a good
climate have won a
majority of games. So
Middle Earth Games
have decided to make
some changes to the
Fourth Age scenario
that they are now
testing. I want to look
at some of these
changes to see if they
solve any of the current
perceived problems
with the game and come
up
with
some
suggestions of my own.

Slow starr or slow starters?

Bree Online
News from Bree is now also
available as Bree Online!
Visit ...
http://bree.flagshipmagazine.com

for a regularly updated site
featuring all the articles you will see
here, and more!
News from Bree & Bree Online will
continue as sister publications.

Location, Location, Location
The biggest factor influencing a game of Fourth Age
is where your nation starts the game. Nations starting
in the south of Middle Earth get two main benefits.
First of all they have access to a large number of
mountain and rough hexes. These are both gold
producing hex types and earn the nation an
enourmous amount of extra money on the starting
position. This can amount to an extra 2-4,000 gold if
you get lucky on starting pop centres but will mean
a lot more later as you build more camps. Secondly
the climate means that you get better production all
year round. This double benefit is a big advantage
and ME Games have tried to do something about it
with the regional set-ups. Nations in the cold north
now get a bonus major town. Nations in the centre
of Middle Earth get a bonus town. Slightly further
to the south you only get a bonus village and below

that you get nothing at all. Further if you don’t start in
mountains you get a bonus village and if you start all on
the road another bonus village. This is a much fairer setup, although only time will tell whether it completely
irons out all the wrinkles.
Second Rate Citizens
What it doesn’t do is iron out the other problem. One of
the major reasons I enjoy
4th Age is the change to
play in a true three way
game with the potential
for a neutral victory. The
way the rules are currently
set up, it penalizes you
for playing a neutral.
Neutrals cannot start in
the mountains – which is
a restriction I don’t see the
point off. They are already
restricted in their choice
of race, and under the new
test rules cannot have any
nations with the +20
kidnap / assassinate SNA.
This takes away a lot of
power away from the
neutrals. The advantage of
neutrality in the 1650
scenario is really that they
can join either allegiance,
but this is much less
useful and pronounced in
Fourth Age. So the
neutrals in a three way
game are automatically at a disadvantage, which I feel is
somewhat imbalanced. I would like to see the restriction
on neutrals placing in the mountains lifted in 4th Age.
The Problem with Mr Stabby
The main complaint I hear about all versions of Middle
Earth PBM, and particularly with 4th Age, is the power
of agents to turn a game. The current test games have
revised costs for +20 Kidnap / Assasinate (20,000 gold),
new agents at 40 (8,000 gold) double scout / recon (9,000
gold), and +20 Scout / recon (4,000 gold). This makes
making an agent centric nation trickier, but not impossible.
In addition the test games have restricted SNA #31 to
one of the free peoples side and one on the dark servants
side. I’m not sure if this is really going to solve the
problem or not, but it will reduce it slightly, which is a
step in the right direction. I would be in favour of making
assassinations harder against army commanders, and
make it increasingly more difficult the bigger the army.
This will force agent-based nations to diversify into armies
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Tolkien A-Z:
Celeborn
Celeborn (pronounced with a hard
C as in Cake) is the Elven husband
of Galadriel. He was known in the
Third Age as the Lord of Lórien.
He was the father of Celebrían, the
wife of Elrond, making him the
grandfather of Arwen Evenstar. He
was also a kinsman of the First
Age Elven King Thingol.
Tolkien's last writings indicate
that Celeborn was a Telerin Elf
from Valinor, then named
Teleporno in Telerin Quenya. He
met Galadriel when she was living
in the Telerin city Alqualondë.
They travelled together to Middleearth, during the First Age. They
were not directly a part of the
rebellion of the Ñoldor, but they
left at the same time and without
permission (which would certainly
not have been granted), so they
were caught under the same Ban
that prevented them from
returning.
Teleporno was "Sindarized" as
Celeborn: Telerin telep ("silver")
(Ñoldorin Quenya tyelep) was
translated to Sindarin keleb. At one
point during the Second Age,
Celeborn apparently ruled the
Elves in Lindon.
Celeborn remained behind after
Galadriel left Middle-earth (in the
film he left with Galadriel, Gandalf
et al), but eventually, some time
during the Fourth Age, left for
Valinor. It is said with him passed
the last memory of the Elder Days
from Middle-earth.
A Tolkien geek adds: 'Celeborn
was also the name of the White Tree
that flourished in Tol Eressea. It
was a seeding of the tree
Galathilion, which in turn had been
made in image of Telperion, the
eldest of the Two Trees of Valinor.
This Celeborn was an ancestor to
the White Trees of Númenor and of
Gondor.'

News from Bree
Artwork
All Artwork in issue 28 was by
Maria Lombide Ezpeleta,
apart from p1 which is of
course the Angus McBride
cover of the Fourth Age
rulebook. inspired, please
write to ...

nfbree@yahoo.co.uk

as well. My second proposal is
slightly different. I would be in
favour of giving victory points
for the nation with the most
battle honours – that is the nation
with the most army victories
during the course of the game.
Again this encourages army play
rather than just focussing on gold
and agent power.
Kings and Princes
Another innovation in the new
test rules is the introduction of a
King and a Prince character. This
just seems to be an additional
amount of points to spend on
two characters. I must admit that
this doesn’t overwhelm me in
itself, since it just serves to make
two higher-powered characters.
This, in combination with an
additional major town at game
start, just means that a nations
development is speeded up. I’m
not particular about this one way
or the other, although if this could
be used in some other way to
bring more flavour to the game I
would support it. The other
change, which prevents too many
cheap racial characters I think is
a better move. The tendency in
4th Age is to create as many good
emissaries as possible at game
start to build a large base before
the camp limit is reached. I think restricting overuse
of this bonus is a positive move.
So, We Meet Again Mr Throckmaw …
One of my biggest problems with 4th Age is that it
has lost a lot of flavour of the previous scenarios. The
reason for this is that the new encounters in the scenario
are so bland and boring. Who can get excited when
you meet another volcano (usually in a most
unexpected place) or Palando teleports you to the
middle of nowhere for the fourth time. The books are
full of flavour, and the 1650 and 2950 scenarios benefit
from this. I would like to see an attempt to make some
more exciting encounters for this scenario to bring the
game to life a bit more.

available artefacts were graded, and you could pay more
to get a better grade artefact. Thus you could pay 6,000
gold for a class 1 artefact, 4,000 for a class 2 and 2,000
for a class 3. Where the line is drawn on the different
values I won’t go into here, but at least you’d get a little
better return on your money this way. I also think it
would be good to have an extended artefact list for the
game, and the program pulls a random artefact list from
this extended list. This would make it never certain that
you will get the Tinculin in any particular game.

Mr Brunel’s Last design
One of the advantages of having your population
centres on mountains is as they are so hard to get to.
Being able to build a road to get to your enemy reduces
this advantage and would be a great thing to extend in
the game. Why should this ability only go to the Twin
Kingdoms. Why can’t the other nations do this?
Perhaps this could be restricted to within one hex of a
non Twin Kingdom army. This could open the game
right up and allow for a little extra creativity in the
game. Similarly only Twin Kingdoms can bridge major
rivers. Perhaps this could also be extended in the game
to the other nations.

It must be Magic!
My final thoughts are about the least valued character
type in the game in fourth age. Mages in 4th Age have
three main uses. Firstly, and possibly most valuably
mages can make horses so you can either sell them for
lots of cash, or ride them into battle. Secondly mages
can do your spying for you using scry area. Finally
mages can help you locate artefacts for your nation.
The last of these is possibly the least valuable of the
three, as since artefacts are randomly numbered you can
never be guaranteed of getting a good one. There is no
direct way of getting curses in the game, so the best you
can do in the game is a weakness squad, which is never
particularly effective. It would improve the game is
mages had something else to do in the game other than
those mentioned. I’m not sure what would be good,
perhaps a new spell that could do a more reliable uncover
secrets.

And the Lottery Result is …
Buying an artefact or two at the beginning of the game
is a lottery -- make no mistake about this. Your 3,000
gold could get you Pectoral or could get you a rubbish
+500 combat artefact. It would be better if all the

I’m about to start the third test game with the new
rules. I truly hope they are good for the game and that
Middle Earth Games can build further improvements to
the scenario in future now that they have access to the
code.

Stand-by
Tolkien
A-Z:
PoSitionS
Dwarves

The Underrated Mage
by William Boy

The Dwarves of Middle-earth are
beings of short stature, often
friendly with Hobbits although long
suspicious of Elves. They are
typically blacksmiths and
stoneworkers by profession,
unrivaled in some of their arts even
by the Elves. For Dwarves in other
legends and fantasy works see:
Dwarf.
The enduring popularity of
Tolkien's books, especially The
Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings,
has led to the popular use of the
term dwarves to describe this race
in fantasy literature. Before
Tolkien, the term dwarfs (with a
different spelling) was used, as
seen in Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs. In fact, the latter spelling
was so common that the original
editor of The Lord of the Rings
"corrected" Tolkien's dwarves to
dwarfs (The Letters of J. R. R.
Tolkien, 138).
According to Tolkien, the "real
'historical'" plural of dwarf is
dwarrows or dwerrows. He once
referred to dwarves as "a piece of
private bad grammar" (Letters, 17),
but in Appendix F to The Lord of
the Rings he explains that if we still
spoke of dwarves regularly, English
might have retained a special plural
for the word dwarf as with man.
The form dwarrow only appears
in the word Dwarrowdelf, a name
for Moria. Tolkien used Dwarves,
instead, which corresponds with
Elf and Elves, making its meaning
more apparent. The use of a
different term also serves to set
Tolkien's Dwarves apart from the
similarly-named creatures in
mythology and fairy-tales.
Unlike Elves and Men, the
Dwarves are not counted among
the Children of Ilúvatar. They were
created by Aulë the Smith. They
were kept asleep until the creation
of the Elves. Aulë created the Seven
Fathers of the Dwarves, from
whom all other Dwarves are
descended. Aulë's work was
doomed, though, because he did not
have the power to grant
independent life to his creations that power belonged to Ilúvatar
alone. Aulë later repented and
confessed to Ilúvatar. When the
Dwarves were completed, though,
the voice of Ilúvatar spoke to Aulë

[This article was first published in the GSI newsletter
'Whispers from the Wood']
I cannot count the number of times I have either read
or heard how the mage is the "least useful character."
Mages are a luxury item. You do not need them for
the survival of your nation. This, I believe, is
somewhat true. You must have commanders. Most
of your vital orders must be given by a character with
command skill. Also, commanders can create other
character classes. Emissaries are needed to help you
with your finances, especially at the start of the game.
Agents are critical for defense. You must protect your
profitable population centers from enemy (or friendly)
agents stealing your gold. More importantly, all army
commanders must be protected or you will eventually
lose your army.
Now, commanders (with armies), emissaries (by
influencing enemy population centers), and agents
(by assassinations) can also attack the enemy.
However, attack is not vital to survival. But there is
a difference between surviving and winning. Like
attacking, mages are not vital to survival, but they are
vital to winning.
Drawbacks
There are major drawbacks to having mages.
Developing them is time consuming and costly. In
addition to many turns spent increasing their skill
level (prentice magery, 1-5 points/turn), you must
also spend time and money learning new spells so
that your mage can be productive. Once these spells
are learned, you must spend even more time practicing
them (casting them); otherwise, you will not have
access to them when really needed.
Despite the drawbacks, the benefits of mages are
infinite. A single well-trained mage can perform
functions which greatly assist you in successful game
play. The key is to use your mage effectively
Creating and using a new mage
The first step in using a mage is to make sure you
have a usable mage. Some nations start out with good
mages, others do not. Always remember that the
experienced player will know of your beginning
characters. If the character is a threat, it will probably
be assassinated. It may take a few turns, but the
major characters are walking around with big, glowing
targets on them. So if you want to use your mage in
the long-term game, better make sure you have one
that the enemy does not know about. Therefore, create
a pure mage character. Use one of your existing mages
for this, or have a commander create a new character
with 30 mage points. If you already have a good
mage, you probably have artifacts which enhance their
skill level. Dump these artifacts on your new mage.
Remember, the experienced enemy will also know
about your artifacts. If you do not have a good mage,
you can enhance your new mage by finding certain
artifacts which enhance mage skill. If you do not
choose to augment your new mage with artifacts,
then you will be forced to have the mage prentice
magery to increase their skill level.
The next step is to properly use your mage. To
do this, you must decide on what objective your mage

will work toward. Pick only one objective, as it will
take you several turns to get your mage ready. If you
have the mage try to perform too many tasks you will
get too delayed in training. Therefore, you will miss
valuable opportunities to use the mage early in the game.
You could attempt to train the mage in multiple tasks
by compromising training, but you will lose the
effectiveness of the mage. As a result, the mage may be
unable to carry out an assigned task. Therefore, I
recommend one task per mage.
Spells
Once you have decided on a task for your mage, you
then begin necessary training to accomplish the task.
You will have to learn the necessary spells. To do this
you must first have the prerequisite spell. The spells
are divided into "lists." The spells in these lists are from
"easy" to "hard." If you want to know a spell on a
certain list, you must first learn an easy spell, then an
average spell, and finally a hard spell. Some of the lists
are "lost" in which case you will not have access to
them. Remember, it takes 1000 units of gold to research
a spell. So plan your finances accordingly.
When you learn a new spell there will be a number
in parentheses beside it. This number is your base chance
to cast the spell. When you cast a spell, a random number
will be generated by GSI. This random number will be
added to your base chance of casting the spell. The sum
of the two numbers must exceed 100 in order to cast the
spell. By casting the spell in practice (and you must
"successfully" cast it) you will increase your base chance
by 1-5 points. When you learn a new spell , your base
chance will probably be equal to your skill level. So the
higher your skill level, the less practice you will need.
Remember, some artifacts increase your skill level;
therefore, artifacts provide invaluable short cuts.
The are several options on which task to choose for
your mage. I will offer a few obvious suggestions, you
will be able to develop others.

and agreed to grant them true life,
and include them in His plan for
Arda. Ilúvatar granted the Dwarves
life, and therefore they are known
as the Adopted Children of
Ilúvatar.
Most Dwarves mentioned in
Tolkien's works are of Durin's folk,
the clan founded by Durin I of
Khazad-dum,
called
the
Longbeards. (A notable exception
are the inhabitants of the dwarfcities of Nogrod and Belegost in
the Blue Mountains, spoken of in
The Silmarillion).
They mined and worked precious
metals throughout the mountains
of Middle-earth. In many ways,
they were in between the Elves and
Men. They were not immortal, but
lived to two hundred and fifty
years or more. They were generally
less corruptible than Men, but
committed their share of rash and
greedy acts. (Among these are the
slaying of Elu Thingol and the
dispute over the Arkenstone.)
The Dwarven language was created
by Aulë, and was known as
Khuzdul. It was a strange language
to Elves and Men, and few nonDwarves learned it, also because
they kept it secret. However, one
Dwarven phrase is well known: the
ancient battle cry, going back to at
least the First Age: "Baruk
Khazâd! Khazâd ai-mênu!", which
means "Axes of the Dwarves! The
Dwarves are upon you!"

Use your mage to locate and retrieve objects
Artifacts are valuable. You can use them to enhance
skill levels, for victory conditions, to gain knowledge,
and as weapons. They are also valuable. Another
nations may not be very interested in gold or
production goods, but they may be very interested in
an artifact. You may be able to trade an artifact already
in your possession, or you may hire your mage out to
another nation to locate or retrieve an artifact.
Locating Artifacts
You must learn "locate artifact true" from the Artifact
Lore List. Make sure you retain "research artifact,"
one of the prerequisite spells, because you will want
to find out what the artifact does. Be advised, many
artifacts have more than one power, so research the
artifacts you already own thoroughly.
By the way, you do not have to possess the artifact
in order to research it! So you can start researching
artifacts until you discover one you could really use,
then go after it. I recommend maintaining a log on
your findings. A list of artifacts would be a very
valuable shortcut to another player.
If you are going to use the mage to retrieve artifacts
after they are located, you must have additional
training. One common sense point is to learn a good
traveling spell. This way you avoid spending a lot of
time traveling around the map. If your nation has access
to teleport use it. If not, find it. Otherwise at least
learn "Path Mastery" from the Movement Mastery
List. If your population centers are spread out, learn
"Return True" from the Return Mastery List.
Another point is getting the artifact once you have
located it. If unowned, you will have to face some
dangers getting to it. Mages are good challenge
characters. Therefore if you assign your mage the task
of getting artifacts, you will have to spend time ordering
the mage to prentice magery in order to increase the
mage's challenge rank.
As you can see for this simple task, a tremendous
amount of time and money must be available. A better
strategy may be to divide between the two mages.
Mage #1--Use one mage to locate and research artifacts.
Mage #2--Use another mage to retrieve the artifact.
Mage #1 will concentrate on learning the spell
necessary to locate the artifact. Once this mage is
developed, every turn you can order the mage either
to locate an artifact or research an artifact. The other
order can be spent in prentice magery.
Mage #2--Learn a good traveling spell and spend
all free time in prentice magery. This mage should be
given the most artifacts to enhance his ability and
challenge rank since he will be spending a great deal of
time running errands. This would be a task suited to a
multi-class mage character. I recommend an agent/
mage, this way you can do some scouting along the
way. An agent/emissary might be nice to create a few
population centers along the way. You could easily
train the character's emissary skill by stopping off at
enemy population centers along the way to influence
their population. If you do decide to fill this position
with a multi-class character, avoid training the
character's secondary skill in your population centers.
This should be reserved for prentice magery.
Use your mage as an assassin
Mage assassins may be the one weapon even more
effective than agents. An agent has to be in the same
hex as the intended target. Therefore there is always
the chance of detection. Not to mention the target
may be guarded. However, a mage casting "Curses"
from the Spirit Mastery List can deliver a blow to a

target from an adjacent hex. Therefore, there is less of a
chance of detection, and no guards to overcome. The
spell causes the victim to lose health points equal to 1/
2 the mage's skill level. I recommend a time saving, blow
dealing company of these mages who have a total of 200
mage skill points. This way you could eliminate the
target in one shot. Imagine how this could hurt your
enemy if you placed such a company around his capital.
The experienced players call this a "curse squad."
Provided you have access to spirit mastery (a lost
list which can be obtained from certain artifacts) you
will need to learn "Curses." Again, learn a good traveling
spell so you do not waste time moving around the map.
Prentice magery is necessary until you have the desired
"200" point total skill points in the company to make it
operational.
If you wish to use multi-class characters for this
task I recommend Emissary/Mage. This way you can
wipe out a nation's characters in a population center
then move in for a massive emissary action. I would
only use pure mages. The secondary skill will hamper
you from achieving the "200" point mage skill goal of
the company.
A side note, if you want to maintain this company, it is
a good idea to keep a mage in training as a replacement
member. Things happen.
Assisting your army: Offense
Your mage can cast two spells per turn. The catch is
that they must be spells from two different lists. In
addition, casting two spells in a single turn may hurt
your mage's health. The casting of two spells
simultaneously can be very helpful to your army. I
recommend that if you are going to use the mage for
army support, concentrate on offense capability. In my
opinion, added damage from weapons or offensive spells
influences the winner of the battle. Defensive bonuses
from armor or defensive spells affects the enemy losses
after they have already won the battle.
Should you decide to use your mage for offensive
combat support you will need to concentrate on learning
offensive spells. In addition, you will need to practice
the spells until you are fairly sure you will be able to
cast them when you are involved in the battle. You will
find that offensive spells can be learned off of more than
one list. This is to your advantage. Learn offensive spells
from two lists so that you can cast two offensive spells
in a turn. Be careful, casting two hard spells will give
your army a great deal of offensive power, but you may
seriously hurt your mage. Correspond your casting to
your mage's skill level and current health. If he is already
injured cast easier spells, or cast only one spell. Usually
for a fairly well trained mage two average spells would
be no problem.
As far as which offensive spells I would recommend,
it depends on how you want to plan your battles.
Therefore I want to calculate my army strengths as
accurate as possible, so that I will know what I will be
able to handle. Many of the combat spells give a range
of possible damage. If I am going to use one of these
spells I calculate the spell doing the minimum damage.
That way, as far as my preparations are concerned, I
can count on the spell doing a certain damage. If it does
more than I calculated, then it is only a bonus which
offsets any mistakes in which I underestimate the
strength of my army. Also, much depends on how well
my mage can cast the spell. I would rather have 700
points than none at all in a critical battle. I recommend
"Words of Death" from the Word Mastery List as your
primary offensive spell. In addition have several average
level spells available from the Fire Mastery List. I would

Shelob's Web
'Other Hands'
Several readers have clearly been
looking at older issues of News
from Bree, as they have asked for
a return of Shelob's Web -- a
somewhat random and eclectic look
at Tolkien-related sites on the
internet. Loathe though I was to
disturb Shelob from the crevice that
she fled into in Return of the King,
she has spun her sticky web and
found the a site called 'Other
Hands', which may be of interest
to roleplayers.
http://otherhands.com/
Other Hands is an internet resource
devoted to the subject of fantasy
role playing games set in J.R.R.
Tolkien's Middle-earth (the
imaginary world of The Lord of the
Rings, The Hobbit and The
Silmarillion). The web site takes its
name from a letter Tolkien wrote in
1951, explaining the genesis of this
world:
"But once upon a time (my crest
has long since fallen) I had a mind
to make a body of more or less
connected legend, ranging from the
large and cosmogonic, to the level
of romantic fairy-story....I would
draw some of the great tales in
fullness, and leave many only
placed in the scheme, and sketched.
The cycles should be linked to a
majestic whole, and yet leave scope
for other minds and hands,
wielding paint and music and
drama."
The Letters of J.R.R. Tolkien
pp. 144-145
Tolkien desired to create not
only great literature, but an entire
mythology which others could
explore and extend using their own
creativity and imagination. Today,
a quarter of a century after his
death, thousands of gamers carry
on Tolkien's vision through the
medium of role playing - assuming
the personae of characters existing
within that imagined world and
participating in its saga. Other
Hands aims to be the ultimate
resource for this ever-unfolding
drama.
News from Bree welcomes
suggestions for other nooks and
crannys of the web which Shelob
might find interesting...

use "Fire Bolts" as a second offensive spell. With
this spell I am assured of 1000 points of damage.
However, if you are the gambling type try "Fire Balls"
which can cause 500-1500 points of damage.
In addition to the offensive spells, you must have
your mage learn "Heal True" from the Healing
Mastery List. Since the mage will be traveling with
an army you will not need traveling spells. But you
will need spells which will heal damage from casting
two spells in a single turn and any wounds suffered
in combat. This way you can have the mage healthy
for the next battle.
The task of offensive army support is perfect for
a multi-class mage character, and in fact one of the
few tasks I actually recommend it. You will not need
to spend as much time in prentice magery (which can
only be done in your population center). Also you
can practice the spells while you are traveling with
the army. Two good combinations are Mage/Agent
and Mage/Commander. With the agent abilities you
can guard your army commander and perform
scouting functions. With the command skill your
character can serve as a backup army commander and
can help with troop training. Perhaps an Agent/
Commander/Mage would be ideal, but you will have
to spend quite a bit of time getting the character ready.
Assisting your army: Defense
As I have already indicated, I prefer to win the battle.
But sometimes your nation is faced with a dilemma;
you know you are going to lose a pending battle, and
you must do as much damage to the enemy as you
can. I am not referring to going out in a "blaze of
glory." That would be a waste of a mage. What I am
referring to is that you must damage the enemy army
so greatly that they will be unable to exploit their
victory. With this in mind, have a mage ready for
defensive action.
The training for a mage destined for this task
would be similar to that for a mage tasked with
offensive support. Have defensive spells available
from two separate lists. Now, instead of being careful
as you would with the offensive mage, the defensive
mage can throw caution to the wind. I assume that
when you are having to use a mage for this task, then
failure would be so great that your nation would suffer
badly from it. So go for success. Cast your spells

going for the greatest possible defensive advantage. I
recommend the two hard spells "Force Walls" from the
Resistance Mastery List, and "Barrier Walls" from the
Barrier Mastery List.
General army assistance
This task would be a combination of two prior tasks,
except both offensive and defensive spells would be
available. I would not develop a mage for this function.
It would be better to have a multi-class character with
mage being partially developed only for an occasional
combat spell.
Intelligence Gathering
Having your mage handy to tell you what your enemy
is going to do, and where they are located, is a big plus.
A mage designed to perform this function will not only
be able to support your military movements, but also
your agent activities.
There are several spells you must learn to make this
type of mage successful. The necessary spells will include
those from the Perceptions List, Divinations List,
Scrying, and Hidden Visions List. How many spells
you will need from each list depends on what you want
the mage to try to find out for you. If you plan to attack
hidden population centers, I would begin by having this
mage learn "Reveal Population Center" as soon as
possible. Following this, I would determine my exact
needs. The mage can be used to keep track of armies,
locate characters, determine information of military
importance (such as composition of armies), help find
enemy artifacts, and provide information on population
centers. There are however range limitations on these
spells. Therefore, what I recommend is developing one
or more of these mages and set them up in a population
center near the action. They will provide you with
enough information to coordinate your forces and stay
a step ahead of the enemy.
Mages: they make the difference!
Now, as I have already indicated, you will be able to
devise other uses for your mages. Often they can make
the difference between victory and defeat. Definitely
they can make vast improvements in your nation's
position. So don't let anyone say that mages are your
weakest character. Get your mages together and have
some good gaming.

30 Symptoms of
'Rings' Obsession
1. You made a LOTR webpage.
2. You can recite any line from the
FOTR movie.
3. You use lines from FOTR in day
to day life. Like, 'the point is, he's
clearly overreacting!'
4. You have the soundtrack.
5. You have the sound track and
can sing both 'May it Be' and 'In
Dreams.'
6. You have the sound track and
can sing both 'May it Be' and 'In
Dreams' without the lyrics in front
of you, including the elvish words.
7. You know various Elvish
phrases.
8. You use them on a daily basis.
9. You know your hobbit name.
10. You know your hobbit and
elvish names.
11. You know your hobbit and
elvish names and use them.
12. You have pretty dang close to
a million pictures.
13. You have at least one of the
movie guides.
14. You know that movie guide
practically by heart.
15. You can teach ignorant people
the difference between Merry and
Pippin. They don't look anything
alike!
16. You start a conversation about
it without mentioning the name.
17. Your friends understand.
18. You know what I'm talking
about when I say "Shadow
Picture."
19. You can idenfiy the characters
from the shadow picture easily.
20. You recognize all these
abrivations even though you've
never seen them before.
21. You live in a house called
'Rivendell'
22. You dream about it.
23. You accidentaly say 'Elven'
instead of 'Eleven.'
24. You read 111 as eleventy-one.
25. You have bought every
calendar you can find.
26. You relate incidents that
happen in real life to those that
happen in LOTR.
27. You come up with your own
Middle-earth names and use them
on nametags to confuse people
28. You name your children after
LOTR characters.
29. Your screensaver is LOTR
related.
30. You correct people everytime
you hear so much as ONE
pronunciation mistake of any
LOTR related word.

Hall of Fame
1650 Game 33
by Richard Devereux
ME 33 was the first game for the Flagship Challenge
Cup and was played in the 1650 scenario. My team
included Laurence Tilley, Mike Sankey and David
Clemmensen, veterans of many games together, plus
Kenneth Weed and Mark Stuckey, who were newcomers
to the rest of us. We played the DS. Looking for a team
name which oozed power and confidence, and could be
used for either allegiance, we settled on 'The Sarumen',
considering ourselves both wise and cunning! Whether
we lived up to the name, you may judge after reading
this report.
Neutrals
As Rhudaur inevitably gets trashed, I suggested that we
took Easterlings instead, on the basis that their remote
location gave them a good chance to build up a strong
economic base, and that this outweighed leaving the
Witch-king even more heavily outnumbered than usual.
This suggestion was adopted by the team, the lone
dissenter being Laurence. Nothing to do with him playing
WiK, of course!
The FP (Filthy Little Hobbitses) surprised us by
taking Rhudaur instead of Duns. Laurence's protests rose
to a crescendo but we couldn't change back at that point
even if we'd wanted to. Personally I felt that the FP
made a mistake in opting for the immediate military
power of Rhu, rather than the long-term benefit of the
Duns' ability to name agents at 40. We DS ended up with
Harad and Eas whilst the FP took Corsairs and Rhu.
Duns were dropped.
Strategy
We had plans in place to develop agents, to co-ordinate
camping (with special emphasis on dragon recruitment),
and to collect the important spirit and agent artis. We
knew we would have to soak up the military punishment
the FP would dish out whilst waiting for these plans to
bear fruit, but I don't think anybody on our team was
prepared for quite how MUCH punishment we were in
for!
Free People Offensive
The opening turns were dominated by a frighteningly
swift, powerful and efficient FP military offensive. We
made a major effort to help WiK, shipping him gold to
improve his MTs and timber to fortify them, and giving
him first option on recruitable dragons. Nothing we did
halted the march of the FP armies more than
momentarily. In over a dozen years of ME, I have never
seen a military campaign conducted with such deadly
efficiency. By turn 7 all WiK and DrL holdings in the
Misty Mts and Mirkwood had fallen with the solitary
exception of Kala Dulukurth.
Things went the same way in the south. Cor and
SGo attacked Har and QAv by land and sea, and even a
Car navy joined in, so that by turn 7 Har had lost 6
towns and a MT. In addition to their major offensives,
the FP launched two very successful deep raids by small
cav armies, Eadur Cor burning a Har and QAv town, and
Eoder Nor burning an Eas MT, 2 towns and a LoR camp.
The FP successfully targetted our unfortified pops thus
whittling down our economic base for minimal cost.
It was not quite all one-way traffic: FiK took Minas
Ithil whilst Eas and LoR armies captured most of the
pops around the southern shores of the Sea of Rhun.
However these successes were insignificant compared
with our losses elsewhere.

Economy
The loss to the DS team revenue from all these pop losses
was so heavy that the only way to stay economically
viable was to play the market. I took responsibility for
this and I am happy to say that by following my plan the
DS team made money EVERY turn. If only I could do that
on the real stock market I'd be a millionaire by now! It is
no exaggeration to say that this economic plan saved
some nations from bankruptcy and kept the DS team in
the game. We were even able to ride out a double foul-up
when on the same turn, WiK and FiK both messed up their
economic orders and incurred heavy tax rises!
Agents
As if we hadn't enough to contend with in FP armies, we
lost Din Ohtar to an enemy assassin (Gildor I think) after
Din had made only one kill himself. Gildor and his mates
were a right PIA for the rest of the game, dropping in at
our MTs and popping the inhabitants. They didn't get it
all their own way though - sometimes the dice rolled our
way and on at least 3 occasions Gildor and his mates left
our pops with nothing to show for their visit but wounds.
Artifacts
We got most of the agent artis, and all but one of the spirit
artis, which Sin got to first. We chased him all over the
map and finally succeeded in stealing it from him, putting
it on a BlS navy and dropping it in the Sea of Nurn. The
FP did manage to put together a sickness squad (presumably
Meriot started with sickness), but this inflicted less damage
than Gildor, and on the final turn we had their sickness
squad trapped and would have killed every one in it had the
game continued. We DS had 3 full curse squads operating!
We could have formed at least one more but preferred to
use the rest of our mages to gather intelligence.
The mid-game
Having eliminated us from the north (except for Kala
Dulukurth!) the FP armies swung their full might against
Mordor. Thuringwathost fell on turn 9. By now we had
dragons joining our armies, and army-killing assassins were
coming on stream. Nontheless the enemy numbers were
such that they stormed Morannon on turn 15 and Minas
Ithil on turn 16. The high point of FP success was turn 19
when their armies stormed both Durthang and Barad Ungol
and burst into the Mordor lowlands.
Any other time, any other game, I would have said
that was the time for the DS to concede. Not in this game!
Our assassins and cursers slaughtered the FP commanders
and that was as far as the FP ever got.
Dragons
The camping plan was a roaring (sorry!) success, recruiting
more dragons for us then in any other game I have seen.
At one point WiK had no less than 4 dragons in his army
at Kala Dulukurth, which btw fought off at least 3 FP
attacks and stayed in WiK hands till game end. We got
pretty good not only at recruiting dragons but also in
getting them into the armies which most needed them.
Small FP armies kept burning our Misty Mt camps, but we
kept on recamping them, and had the best of the exchange
in the end.
Biggest Laugh
The biggest (unintentional!) laugh was caused by Thranduil,
who having been appointed dragonslayer by the FP, duly
slew 2 dragons (to our knowledge) but then got killed by
the normally inoffensive Ruingurth. ROFL!

Turning Point
We lost first Mark and then David to real-world issues. We filled the gaps
seamlessly till each of the remaining 4 players had 3 nations apiece. Then
Laurence suggested that we had had enough of devoting all our resources to
defending Mordor. We needed to attack and regain the initiative if we were
ever going to turn this game around. His plan was to attack Corsairs with all
3 of our curse squads plus all the agents that could be spared from the defence
of Mordor. Har and QAv armies could mop up after we had wiped out all the
Cor characters.
The End
With a few refinements, that was how it worked out. Cursers and assassins
wiped out most of Cor characters within a couple of turns. On turn 15, Har/
QAv armies destroyed the last Cor armies in a suitably big battle. This was
only topped by a climactic storming of the Havens by QAv/Har armies.
Meanwhile Haruth, loaded with com artis at Ken's suggestion, had threatened
3 Cor MTs and our emis had flipped the rest. Corland was in our hands!
It was downhill from there on. Our agents and cursers paralyzed first
NGo then SGo with bloody slaughter and were about to deliver the same to
Eot when on turn 22 the FP conceded.
I thank not only my 3 surviving team-mates for sticking with a game
when we were, several times, within a hair's breadth of disaster, but also for
the FP who gave us such a close and hard-fought game. Good game!

presented his strategy for WK survival in the face of our selecting Rhudaur.
I'll summarize what we read into it: "Give me all the team gold and timber so
I can improve everyting I own to City/Citadels. Right now. Good lads." We
burned him out all the same, many a Beornling's death against the walls later.
Excepting 2703, of course. Constant dragons and a House Assassin it seemed.
We had some plans, alas, they went awry.
FP artifact strategy based on no LAT's and precious few LA's to start
centered on the Tier 2 toys. Failure after failure. Ringlin (another sissy
Sindar) didn't even fall on his sword (toenail clippers..?) after losing both his
SM arty and his Orb - in the same turn! We did have an opportunity to steal
Tinculin at some point, but that didn't happen (insert tone of foreboding
here...) Lanthir did end up grabbing Elenya, I believe some time later. He had
it at Rhubar where Sinda HC was starting to develop targetting the back door.
I don’t want to detract from the excellent perseverance of the Dark
Servants here. It was briefly touched upon in an exchange on the mepbmlist,
but the game ended mostly as a result of the FP losing sight of the intention
of the team they created in the first place. Key leaders weren’t able to fulfill
their commitments due to real world issues and the subsequent erosion of
team spirit, communication and coordination sapped any will to fight on up
the hill that was apparently facing us.
From what I experienced and read, either team would have caused a
concession from almost any other well before the time of the eventual FP
concession. Best of luck to anyone trying to wrest control of that Cup of
yours, I suspect you’ll keep it for a while yet!

1650 Game 33
by Brad Brunet
2950 Game 221
A response to the fine and flattering articles posted by Laurence and Richard
regarding this most excellent game. I have neither the time nor the memory
to detail the FP side of this wonderful game in the same detail that Laurence
and Richard covered the Dark Servants. So I'll fill in some holes for them
here.
The Free Peoples in this game was the culmination of many months,
heck, years discussion and planning by Mike Bateman, Nick Blanchard,
Wade Frost, and yours truly, Brad Brunet. Laurence got it about right remove the rest and then head for the best (Mordor). The four of us took on
two nations each, then in our haste to actually get into a game, we took on
extra players. Not to disparage our teammates, if they're reading they know
very well that 75% of them worked out admirably and I'd be proud to work
with them again in the future. The fact that isn't 100% is part of the reason
this game isn't still going on today...
I'll simply address some of the points mentioned by Laurence and Richard
below:
Gildor the Glory Hound doesn't appreciate the patronizing tone. He was
sent, against his will and better judgement I'll add, to help out where we were
slowly losing momentum. It's not his fault 214 or so DS characters chased
him and everyone else for that matter, out of the south. What a debacle that
Barnacle was (for us, that is!) The Corsairs survived, of course, just nowhere
near their homeland, or water for that matter.
Thranduil the Dragon Killer got 3: Aivenec, Klyaxar, and Corlagon.
Ruingurth surprised me by staying awake long enough to finish him off. It
was simply a result of frustration due to not getting any encounters for a
number of turns. Those wyrms don't stick around long after the early game!
Waulfa ended up with his artifacts and was considering heading to Mordor to
make at least 1 pre-combat kill before his certain demise: Thranduil was too
much of a sissy to go there himself, he deserved his fate.
We suspected you would take the Easterlings and were prepared for it, as
you discovered. It was Mike who directed us on the path, Nick who mentioned
the Corsairs could buy 500 HC on turn 1, and Wade who coordinated it all.
That's how it mostly went on our team, I kept the info sheets most of the
game... 5 towns burned on turn 2, Rhuduar flaming Angmar to ash, and
Gildor running amok! It was good to be a Freep in the Early Game!
For the voyeurs, the DS camped the Misty's 4 times over. Our
multinational, highly dedicated camp burning committee was only able to
wreck it 3 times. C'est la vie. We were all "just give UP already!" and they
must have been chortling with delight as their emissaries got better and
better bouncing around numerous FP commanders leading cavalry up and
down and up and down again chasing their proverbial tail. The tail won that
race.
I'd have loved to have been a fly on the wall when Laurence first

by Dan
After two years of battle, game 221 ended in victory for the Free Peoples!
This was a close-fought game with the initiative trading hands several times.
The Dark Servants became especially strong through expert play by both
Easterlings -- Rhun was never entirely removed from the Northeast -- and the
military might of the Corsairs, who sent repeated attacks on the Gondors.
North Gondor fell after a protracted character war, losing many heroes
to the Cloud Lord and DS Curse teams under support from the Blind Sorceror
and Dragon Lord. South Gondor persisted, eventually invading and destroying
the Quiet Avenger.
The Easterlings and Long Rider pushed the Northmen away from Rhun,
but the Dwarves, Silvan Elves, and Rangers eventually recaptured the lost
territory, pushing through to the backside of Mordor. The Noldo, Sinda,
Dunlendings, and Rohan broke through the Black Gate, eliminating the Ice
King and Dark Lieutenants.
The combined gains in territory, MT's, and characters eventually tipped
the game to the Free, and after attempts at finding the One Ring proved
futile, the DS waved their flags to end the game -- long, hard-fought, and
satisfying.

1650 Game 56 - Woodmen
by Rick Dorsey
This was my third game with Middle Earth games. The first was BOFA,
second was 1650 as Arthedain, this was my first attempt at Woodmen.
It started out as what I thought was an attempt to knock out the Woodmen
quickly. WK and Dragon Lord played several excellent moves to capture/
destroy Woodmen/Sinda MT’s and towns. I insisted on sacrificing my capital
to take out Dol Guldur (2715). With cooperation from Dwarves, Woodmen
and Sinda, we successfully took it out T4. I re-captured former capital on T5,
and took out Mt Gundy T7. Destroyed Goblin Gate T8. Of course, with loss
of capital and other towns, I was in serious financial troubles practically the
entire game. My one large army had to attack the Rhudaur early, and lost to
a huge Rhudaur army, but never lost 2208, once I captured it. (Rhudaur was
very successful in delaying the inevitable demise by sending armies west to
delay attacking Arthedain and Cardolan armies.) I lost all of my best characters

due to random events (battle capture, werewolves, dragons, encounters which
ended not the way described…)
The only reason we lost to the ds was the peculiar play of the neutrals.
Easterlings and Harad were attacked early by ds and dropped. Easterlings
were taken by a friend of ds and turned evil, in spite of being attacked by ds,
and in a good position to be helped by and to help fp. Harad was very odd.
They continued to be attacked by ds, yet never responded to our offers of
help, and eventually dropped without ever declaring. Dunlendings and Rhudaur
evidently decided to ally immediately, but seemingly randomly chose to go
evil by T4. (The “reason” was a ruins occupied by Noldo, which offended
Rhudaur.) The only neutral left undecided by T8 was Corsairs. Our team
“captain” Steve Mullers declared to him that we would quit if Corsairs went
evil. Well, they did go evil, probably because of poor team “Talk”. We chose
to let Steve and CJ do the talking, and Corsairs decided that wasn’t good
enough for him. When Corsairs went Evil, Steve dropped, but the rest of us
decided to go on. Noldo’s brother picked up NG. But with all our attention
spent destroying Dun and Rhud, and Corsairs feeding off the prostrate Harad,
eventually all it took was a couple of SS’s by Eo and Dwarves and we were
sunk.
Except for the drop by Mullers and the SS’s toward the end, we formed a
truly magnificent team. If only the Neutrals could have been more neutral…
If nothing else, I am proud that I kept the Woodmen a participating
power without any SS’s or requests for money, which has not happened in
any other game I personally have played in…

Harad. Harad had now dropped so we believed and thus his remaining pc’s
were up for grabs. SGo had moved his navy into the area with the same
purpose in mind.
Meanwhile I had resurrected 2 WK characters that quite happily took
the gold to join the QA ranks. Murazor knew when he was onto a good thing!
These formed a second QA emmy company. Come the final turn 16, both
these QA and a DkL emmy company had moved against SGo along with a
huge Corsair fleet.
This was the end of the game as the FP had decided to quit. All the DS
were disappointed with this as we felt that it could of gone on for another 20
turns. Throughout the game the FP had employed a brilliant economic
strategy that had really hurt most of the DS nations. Even when the game
finished the Corsairs and the QA was sending gold & produce to 5 DS nations
to stop them from going bankrupt.
The wooing of the neutrals by the DS was carried out not by a single
player but by at least half the team. We were in constant touch with them as
soon as we knew who they were. All the neutrals replied in kind except for
the Harad who kept himself to himself. This is what I believe led the other
4 neutrals to declare DS. In this we were very lucky for each neutral added to
the team their own experiences and ideas.

Bradford Fisher, scribe to the great Lord Hoarmurath of the Nine,
tells the story of a game.
(But which game? Tell me and I'll give credit here! -Ed)
1650, Game 56 - Quiet Avenger
by Ian Etchells
This was my second 1650 game and I was very happy to play the QA after
having played the DkL’s in my first game.
From first receiving my nation sheet I decide to quickly get rid of most
of the QA armies and only keep token icons on my 2 MT’s. I was persuaded
otherwise and was later glad of that persuasion even though I did junk all the
rubbish infantry. All the LC was shipped to the QA capital turn 2.
Also on turn 2 saw the whole of SGo’s cavalry turned up at the QA’s town
Jug Rigesha which was duly incinerated turn 3. Luckily for me I had asked our
CL player to send an agent to start taking out my harbours and he was here
and was able to kidnap the SGo army commander. End of threat, as there was
no backup commander in that army. Though I must say a very excellent
move.
I had also formulated a plan to camp, camp, camp and then camp some
more, so my first 4 characters named were all emissaries with this intention
in mind, though from turns 1 through to 6 all I managed was 1 camp per turn,
no matter how many emmies tried. 6 once! Also I was running a 39% tax rate
to increase the loyalties on all my new camps.
This really hampered me in what was now going to be a crunch time for
the QA. Between turns 2 and 3 the DS had perceived that both the Easterlings
and Harad were going to go Free so we launched first strikes against them.
With the BS & LR attacking the Easterlings and myself attacking the Harad.
On turn 3 I had 2 armies on 2 of Harad’s towns.
Then the news came in that the Easterlings had dropped. A quick shuttle
of diplomacy followed with the new Easterling player who thus decided to go
DS. Meanwhile for the first time in the game the Harad player actually
replied to one of my emails, we had all but formed a truce but that broke
down and the war was back on.
Turn 4 saw me failing to downgrading Harad so my attacks did not go in
though my armies did move onto their next objective. Turn 5 saw the QA
take one Harad town and lose an army to a superior force. Turns 5 to 7 saw
Harad chasing this one QA army about while it destroyed his camps.
Turn 8 then saw the Corsairs decide to throw their lot in with the DS.
This enabled the QA and Corsairs to carve up southern Harad between them,
with the Corsairs getting the MT’s and the QA getting the other 2 towns.
This was all accomplished by turn 13. By this time I had 3 QA armies in the
field, one with a dragon in it, which was used to defeat any Harad armies the
turn before the pc was captured.
While all this was happening my emmies were slowly placing more
camps when funds allowed. These extra camps allowed me to start funding
other DS nations and also allowed me to add more characters to my ranks.
By turn 11 I had a very nice production capability and was finally able to
think about increasing some camps to tax producers.
Turn 14 came with the first QA emmy company moving into northern

I sit at my table in the high spire of IceFang, turning from my work to gaze
out the window across the snowy peaks surrounding Durthang to the moonlit
expanse of Illithen.
I have been commanded by my Lord Hoarmurath to record the triumph
of Sauron and my own master over the last bastions of the Free. What
remains when all hope and joy have been extinguished from the world? The
few remaining Eldar cower and flee for their ships to the West, Rivendale has
grown drak and already the Golden Wood turns to horror. Men fare no better.
The men of the North have broken and scattered, and the once proud
Dunadain of Gondor have been brought low. No songs are sung now but those
of orcs and blood, celebrating battle and glory. The sole music is the ring of
metal upon metal, the shaping of swords and spears, and the screams of&nbs
p;our foes as their bones splinter and crack with each turn of the vise.
We have triumphed, yet where there should be joy there is nothing but
ash, the chill remains of what was once a bright flame of fierce determination.
I asked what remains when all hope and joy have been extinguished from the
world, but to ask the question is to know the answer. Nothing remains.
Nothing but power and rulership, the taking of others lives in your hand and
the imposition of your will upon others. Have we truly prevailed, or have we
stepped into the same trap as the Nine? But my task is not yet complete...
I write now of the treachery of those we now rule, and how they sought
to usurp the might of our great Lord Sauron and enslave the free peoples of
Middle Earth in the War of Dominion. Little did we know that the Eldar and
Dwarves had plotted for decades with ancient magics to sieze power for
themselves and crush the men of Middle Earth. For generations they whispered
lies regarding Sauron, enscorcled and bent men to their will with magic and
rumor even as they prepared their poisoned daggers. And why not? They
sought to usurp the inheritance of Men and Orcs promised log ago by Morgoth
and Sauron and sieze all for themselves.
But Sauron held forth his hand, and once again the Nine were abroad in
the world, men who's love of the lands and peoples of Middle Earth was so
great that they set aside even death to serve the people they had been
entrusted to protect. Take arms! they cried, warning of the treachery of the
Eldar. It was nearly too late. Few believed, and so few were able to take arms
before the first onslaught began. Indeed, only a desperate Last Alliance of
Men and Orcs was able to forestall utter ruin, and the alliance was an uneasy
one.
For the Eldar's poison had run deep, setting Orc against Man even as the
Eldar spun their webs of intrigue. Only when the war was won and the
libraries of Dol Amroth and Imlandris opened was the depth of their grasping
determination to slaughter the other races and seize Middle Earth in an
undying grip revealed. We had never suspected that the Orcs had once been
men, twisted by Lothlorien magics to a form less fair and set against their
human brethren. And by this stroke, wrote Mithandir, also known as the
Grey Slayer, the promises of Morgoth will be forsworn. With men twisted

against their kin, their numbers shall be cut back to something the remaining
Eldar can manage. Praise be to Sauron, that the plots of the White Counsel
have been broken! Our sundered orcish kin have been restored to us, and live
side by side with the rest of humanity. Already children of this peaceful union
have been born, each stronger than the last as the warped magics of the Elves
unravel across the generations.
As would be expected of such treacherous folk, they struck first, hoping
to break the forces of Sauron before we could be truly prepared. In the North,
legion upon legion of Arthedani, Cardolani, Dunlandings, Dwarves, and Noldo
marched against Murazor, the Bright King of Angmar (played by Ron Roberts)
and his ally Lord Arfanhil in Cameth Brin (played by Frank Capczynski).
Though several towns burned, assault after assault was thrown back, some at
the very gates of Cameth Brin and Penmorva themselves through the aid of
the Great Wyrms, to whom they had turned for aid in desperation.
The dragons of old, wise beyond the years men and orcs, heard the cries
of the tortured fallen, the torment of the women and children hacked down
by axe and bow and intervened with fire and talon to stem the slaughter.
Eventually Cirdan himself, Lord of the Dark Waters and second only to
Elrond in the counsel of the Noldor was called forth and slain in single
combat by the blade of Seammu, hero of Rhudaur. And though the heroism of
Seammu came too late save the innocents of Goblin Gate from the savagery
of the Dwarven reavers, they did not die unavenged! Seammu broke their
might at Goblin Gate, then pursued the cowardly lot over the Misty Mountains
into the lands of Mirkwood taking the battle to the tower-towns of the
Sinda. And overextended in their arrogance, the Noldo were unable to save
their hidden fortress of Imlandris when the combined might of the Bright
King and Ar fanhil marched upon it. Praise be to Rhudaur and Angmar,
chosen of Sauron!
In Mirkwood, the Lord of Dragons (played by Don Palmer, later by
Jason Roberts) fought a losing struggle against overhwelming odds. Goblin
Gate and Dol Guldur fell quickly to the combined might of the Sinda, Dwarves,
Woodmen, and Northern Gondor, with Dol Guldur falling by the eighth week
of the war (turn 4). Yet there too, the West underestimated the determination
of Men and Orcs to remain free. The city of Caras Galadhon was put to the
torch, and they were never able to completely drive the Dragon Lord from
Mirkwood. By the war's end, armies from Sarn Gorwin sacked Esgaroth,
freeing the people of the North from their treacherous overlords. As for the
Bright King of Angmar, an army moved west from Mount Gundaband and
struck against Buhr Fram of the Woodmen (2405) and later against the
towns of the Dwarves in the Grey Mountains. The determination of the
Lords of the Dragon, chosen of Sauron, was a great aid in this war... though
I confess I wish Khamul and Leardinoth had not retired from the field...
To the East, Uvatha the Long Rider (played by Kevan Mull, later by
David Foreman) struck a hard blow against the men of the North. Although
the Northmen sank his fleet at the battle of the Rhun Sea (turn 6), Uvatha
himself was harder to catch, burning Lest (4017), capturing Warfinger (3716)

and Buhr Marling (3612), and threatening Dale (3108), Londaroth (3110)
and Nahald Khudan (3506). By then, the armies of the Blind Sorcerer (played
by Brian Porter) and Easterlings (played by Adrian Baker, with whom we had
erratic contact) had long since reached the shores of the Rhun Sea, but were
thrown back by the dark hordes of Northmen, Dwarves, and Eothraim that
Enion had rallied to his blood-fist banner. Indeed, although the Long Rider
struck hard, the Easterlings lost many towns to the iron-shod armies of the
Free which were freed only by the end of the war.
Around Mordor, the blood flowed freely. The steel-booted legions of the
Gondors marched against the lords sworn to my own master, Hoarmurath
(played by Bradford Fisher). The town of Barad Perras, the camps of Lagmajakul, Lag-scara, and Lag-shemat... all fell within a few weeks of the
beginning of the war, and armies of Gondor hurled themselves against the
walls of Durthang. But my Lord Hoarmurath was prepared for this obvious
attempt to break his treasury. And although he could not drive them from his
threshold without the aid of his valient allies, the Dark Lieutennants (played
by Craig Fischofer) and the terrors of the Cloud Lord (played by Paul Guerra),
he was not broken, in part due to timely aid from Harador (played by David
Foreman). Even as they raged against Durthang, the might of the Ice King
marched north, siezing Romenost (3116), Tir Nindor (3020), Tir Limlight
(2617), D ol Guldur (2715), and Ceber Fanuin (2915) despite pitched battles
with the Northmen, Eothraim, and Northern Gondor. At the same time, the
Dark Lieutennants and Dog Lord (played by Simon Proctor) marched north
into Rhovannion and west, battling the initial horselord and Gondorian
armies set against them and holding them far from Mordor. Similar battles
were fought by the Fire King (played by Ken Shannon), Cloud Lord, and Dog
Lord outside the walls of Barad Ungol, where the full might of Northern and
Southern Gondor was thrown back by army and dagger. It was through their
valor, not that of my own Lord Hoarmurath, that the evil of the Eldar was
never allowed to penetrate mordor.
If the struggles of the Nine held Mordor, it was in the South with our
new-found allies that the war was truly won. The Quiet Avenger (played by
Mike Gregory) supported the other Nine with timely shipments of gold, as
did the vast treasuries and generousity of Harurth Raman of Harador. But it
was the Great Reckoning that broke the will of the Eldar to fight, as the full
might of the Quiet Avenger, Harador, and Corsairs descended upon Southern
Gondor and siezed control of that land even as Haruth Raman and Ovatha
freed Illithen from the yolk of the Dunadain. Realizing that their treacherous
webs of intrigue had proven insufficient, the Eldar abandoned their catspaws
to their own devices and fled into the West... the struggle continuing only a
short while longer.
And so Middle Earth rests in the hands of Sauron, who even now takes
physical form to rule with a benevolent hand from his throne of Barad Dur.
All rejoice in his triumph, and avoid the gaze of the all-seeing eye that cuts
through through the hearts, souls, and minds of men...
Written by my hand this sevententh day of April,
Bradford Fisher, scribe to the great Lord Hoarmurath of the Nine.

face to
face

TA: 2950 ...

Hello there - we're looking to get a
FTF game in the US (where we
get around 20-24 players turn up
at one location and play a game of
Middle Earth from start to
completion.)
This takes a w/end of gaming
- great fun and an excellent
opportunity to meet some allies
from years past. Excellent for
picking up some tips on play as
well.
We're specifically looking to
set up games in;

Slow Starting, or Slow Starters?

UK (Cardiff) around Late March
- early June
Copenhagen Sometime in August
US - dates to be arranged.
For US players we'd need a
location and player numbers. If
you are interested then get in
touch with your details, and
locations that you are happy to
travel to. -- Clint

Payments to Middle Earth PBM
Games not Harlequin. 5% charge
for UK Credit card payments &
you can pay directly through our
website (World Pay [WP] will
appear on your statement).
You can also set up a monthly
payment with us for a SET
amount taken from your credit
card at the beginning of each
month. Ask for more details if
interested.
If your account is low funds
there will be an administration
charge of £1 for the first turn, and
50p for subsequent turns on Low
funds.
Note that CC payments are
accepted in the following
currencies: UK£, US$ & AUS$ as
well as some other currencies.

newS from bree
My thanks to everyone who has
sent articles. I am still looking for
more though! Please try to keep
your articles to about 900 words
(or shorter), otherwise I may have
to edit you severely!
Editor: Colin Forbes,
2A Guinea Street, Exeter, Devon
nfbree@yahoo.co.uk

by Larry Bundy
[This article was first
published in the GSI
newsletter 'Whispers
from the Wood']
The
common
complaint about ME
2950 seems to be the
reduced military and
economic status that
creates boredom for
the more action
oriented player. I
confess that I felt that
way as well in my
first exposure to ME
2950 (Fire King,
started in winter...'nuff
said). However, as I
acquired
more
information through
friends, etc., I kicked
myself for all the
opportunities I had
missed.
By turn nine of my
Dark Lieutenants
match I assassinated
four
characters,
influenced a town
away,
and
am
presently attacking
the Sinda capital with
the Dog Lord. In my
Long Rider match, I have
beaten two small armies,
destroyed a village and two
towns, lost two villages and
assassinated one commander, all
by turn four.
I do not credit these results with any great stratagems
on my part but rather as a result of good info from my
team-mates. My gains in those matches can be
overcome by aggressive enemies and are not inherent
to those two nations. I believe that ME 2950 can be a
very exciting milieu to play in providing that
communication and aggressiveness are your highest
priorities.
Your need your allies maps and scouting more than
ever. Your armies are too small to fight any but the
least defended pop centers and knowledge of their
location and condition is vital. In ME 1650 most camps
and villages were snubbed but in 2950 they are often
the difference between survival and bankruptcy!
Early aggressive play is both the key to victory and
enjoyment of this scenario. True, you will be on the
edge of bankruptcy or military elimination for the
first ten turns or so, but, so what! The gains are more
than worth the risks involved. Besides, why spend all

t h a t
money if you forego that knot in the pit of your stomach
or that steely taste of anticipation while awaiting the
arrival of your turn results?
To fully experience 2950 we must put away our natural
tendency to build our nations up to 1650 standards and
work effectively with what we have. Re-learn artifact
and character management to improve our military and
utilize our nation's strengths because they play a far
more prominent role than in 1650. Those weaknesses
you perceive in your nation also exists in your enemy's
nations. Exploit them to the max.
I have no doubt that a high level of struggle and
aggression can be maintained by most nations in 2950
indefinitely. Those players who find the start "boring"
are still mired in circa 1650 concepts and must shed
those concepts in order to give this a fair try. Anyway,
that's my humble opinion. Any who disagree may feel
free to blast away. I love a good fight!

